WANT TO STUDY LAW AT ONE OF THE UK’S FINEST LAW SCHOOLS?

TAKE A FRESH LOOK AT OUR IMPROVED ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR NIGERIA

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
YOUR ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

We welcome a range of international qualifications for our LLB Law with English Law degree.

**TO STUDY THIS DEGREE YOU WILL NEED**

5 subjects in WASSCE or NECO, all at a grade of at least C4 (including English) and two of the five subjects must be at a grade of B3 or better.

**OR**

A pass at credit in WASSCE or NECO in at least five subjects including English **PLUS** either an Ordinary National Diploma with **Upper Credit** **OR** successful completion of the first year of an appropriate arts or law degree programme at a university in Nigeria with a good average grade **OR** satisfactory completion of an approved law foundation course.

Undergraduate degree qualifications from every University in Common Law countries or degrees which relate to the Common Law should lead to automatic admission to the Law School in Nigeria. And there is an established track record for the Law School in Nigeria to have admitted graduates from our school over several years.

*Subject to availability of places.
Students choose to study Law at the University of Aberdeen School of Law because of our reputation for excellence. Considered among the UK’s elite training grounds for Lawyers for more than five centuries, our School of Law has occupied a central role in the Aberdeen experience since the University’s opening in 1495 – and there’s no substitute for experience.

We’re repeatedly ranked as one of the UK’s top Law schools and can boast a 96% student satisfaction rate.

And the better the University you attend, the higher your personal standing is likely to be on your return home.
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FUNDING YOUR STUDY AT ABERDEEN

As part of our commitment to attracting the very best students to join our diverse international community, we are delighted to offer the University of Aberdeen International Undergraduate Scholarship. This scholarship is worth one year’s tuition fee and is open to all international undergraduate students studying for four years or more at the University of Aberdeen (excludes Medicine).

The City and University of Aberdeen have an excellent track record in welcoming international students. We want the Aberdeen experience to be the best you can have anywhere and to be accessible to students from across the world.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

If you are an international student entering into an undergraduate degree programme of at least four years duration we will offer you a scholarship equivalent to the tuition fee for your fourth year.

FIXED FEE STRUCTURE

Our new fixed fee structure means that new international undergraduate (excluding Medicine) and postgraduate research students commencing study from 2016/17 are charged the same tuition fee each year, for the duration of their programme of study.

Many other universities increase their fees between 5% and 9% every year. The University of Aberdeen is committed to ensuring that international students can project their costs in advance of arriving in Aberdeen. Our fixed fee structure will allow you to plan ahead and save money! Therefore, an international student starting our undergraduate LLB Law with English Law programme in September 2016 would pay their tuition fees as follows:

Year 1 - £13,800
Year 2 - £13,800 (no increase in fees)
Year 3 - £13,800 (no increase in fees)
Year 4 - No fees paid due to International Undergraduate scholarship

FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE
IDORENYIN AND AYIBAEMI SHARE THEIR STORIES

“Wherever you’re from there is always somebody here who shared your roots. The staff here were particularly welcoming ranging from the academics to the non-academics. It’s almost as if there is a conspiracy to make you succeed.”

“Studying here is one of the highlights of an academic career. You have all the support you need. The Taylor Library is exceptional. Seeing a separate library for law students is mind blowing.

The staff are very welcoming. You can walk into anyone’s office and ask anything. The feedback is great. Whatever it takes to help you understand they explain to you even when it’s out of their comfort zone. The teaching techniques are great. You have an opportunity for presentations and the interactions in the classes are very useful. It’s very engaging. There are different activities to keep you focused. The societies are great, especially when you are just coming in. It just makes you feel at home, even before you’re here.”